Creative Writing
Age 6
For our youngest writers, we focus on capturing on paper all their wonderful thoughts and ideas. As
emergent writers it is important to develop confidence, as well as developing some great writing
techniques.

Perfect Poetry
Just how do you make the perfect poem? What ingrediants go into it? Throughout the week
we’ll work through nouns, adjectives, similies and alliteration and realise our poetry
ingredients. From here we’ll look at patterns in poetry and making the reader interested in your
work until we’ve baked the perfect Poetry Pancakes!
Monday
On the hunt for a Noun
We will get to meet our young group of writers today! After getting to know each other
we will delve into scaveging for nouns. We’ll go on a hunt for as many as possible
around the Faust office and see how we can use them within our work and alongside
some adjectives.
Tuesday
Doing activities, for doing words
Today we’ll take part in lots of practical activities that help us to find and use verbs.
We’ll be creating pipe cleaner men and eating our way into contextualising what a verb
is and what it does within a sentence.
Thursday
Stupendous Similies and Awesome Alliteration
Using similies and alliteration we’ll play games that get us creating silly sentences. We’ll
create our own Monsterous Menu with a lot of alliteration and look at the use of similies in
the world around us.
Friday
Rhyming Fun
“Muffin McLay like a bundle of Hay” - Today we’ll be looking at rhyme, how we use it,
when we use it and why we use it. We’ll be reading poems and stories that involve rhyme
and look where we should use it before creating our own rhymes.
Saturday
What does a poem look like?
Poems come in alsorts of shapes and sizes, today we’ll be looking at different styles of
poem from concrete poetry to haikus and acrostic. Working on our own and in groups
we’ll make use of all the work we’ve done this week and show our progress within our
work.

